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Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new scene-based con
ditional model and investigate its performance on multiple class
segmentation of images. By including the scene of an image, we
also propose a new texture-environment potential to represent
texture environment of a pixel. We compare our results to related
work on the Olive & Torralba database and show that our model
obtains greatly improved accuracy of the whole database. More
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significantly, a large perceptual improvement is gained, i.e. details
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of different objects are correctly labeled.

I.

INTRODUCT ION

Different from object recognition methods, which aim to
recognize a single object [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], multiple
class segmentation methods [8], [9], [10], [11] attempt to per
form concurrent multi-class object recognition and to classify
all pixels in an image. Joint detection and segmentation of
a single object class has been achieved by several authors
[6], [7], whose works however cannot cope with arbitrary
viewpoints or severe occlusion. In our work, by introducing
scene of images into a conditional model (CM), we present a
scene-based conditional model and show its effectiveness on
multi-class images with arbitrary viewpoints and occlusion.
The scene of an image describes the possible co-occurrence
relationship of different objects.
We investigate our model on the Olive & Torralba database,
which consists of 2688 images of 8 scenes: coast, forest,
highway, inside city, mountain, open country, street and tall
building. Images in the database are labeled with 15 classes:
water, sky, mountain, tree, grass, road, sidewalk, building,
rock, snow, sand, plant, car, sign and person. We split the
Olive & Torralba database randomly into 15% training, 15%
validation and 70% test sets. During training, validation and
test on this database, accuracy values are all computed as the
percentage of pixels assigned to correct class label, ignoring
pixels labeled as void (black) in the groundtruth. The label
'void' is used to cancel pixels that do not belong to any of
the 15 classes and to help quick hand-segmentation along the
object boundaries. Some example images of several scenes and
their corresponding groundtruth annotations from the Olive
& Torralba database are shown in Figure 1. Colors show
categories in the groundtruth of the images.
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Fig. I.

Example images of several scenes with corresponding groundtruth
from the Olive & Torralba database.

II. CM

MODEL

We construct a conditional model (CM) to learn the condi
tional distribution over the class labeling. In order to model the
visual variability of objects with different viewpoint and occlu
sion, we exploit not only the local features such as appearance
and the location of objects but also longer range information
as contextual information. The conditional probability of the
class label Ci of pixel i in a given image x is defined as

P( Ci Ix; 9)

exp{p exture (Ci,x; (0)
+ pexture-en v(Ci,X;
(1)
+ iocation (Ci, i;
(2)}

ex

(1)

9 = {Oo,91,02} are the model parameters that we estimate
from training data. In the following discussion, parameters in
every potential f is omitted for clarity and will be introduced
separately hereinafter.
A. Texture potential

The texture potential ftexture is used to represent appear
ance of objects. We first convolve the training images with a
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treated as part of parameters of the functions. While feature
potential functions are separately estimated during training,
the weights are obtained during validation.
D. Algorithm

In this paper, each potential is separately trained using
piecewise training [13] with powers for efficiency. Parameters
are
fh of the normalized distribution Pi(Cilx) =

ex p i i
ex C )
L PH(�
c'

Fig. 2.

'

learned as follows. Feature response at location i is the count
of pixels with texture t within a rectangle randomly chosen
from 100 rectangles whose four comers are chosen at random
within a fixed 200 x 200 pixel wide bounding box centered in
pixel i. Feature response at location i is defined as

Example texture maps with original images

17-dimensional filter-bank [12] including scaled Gaussians, x
and y derivatives of Gaussians and Laplacians of Gaussians,
and then employ the unsupervised K -means (K = 400) clus
tering on the filter responses. By assigning each pixel of the
images to the nearest cluster center, we finally get the texture
maps, several of which are shown in Figure 2 along with their
original images. Colors show texture indices in texture maps.
We believe texture contains sufficient information for pixel
wise segmentation, thus in this paper, we no longer bring
in color or edge potential, which is frequently used in other
models.
B. Texture-environment potential

The second potential ftexture-en v(Ci' x) is named texture
environment potential because it reflects the texture environ
ment of pixel i (including contextual information of different
textures of one object and those of other objects in an image),
while ignoring the texture of pixel i itself. Aside from the
scene index St, the texture-environment potential is topo
logically equivalent to shape-texture potential 1/Ji (Ci' x; ()?j;) ( =
10gPi(cilx)) in [8]. The classification confidence Pi(Cilx) in
this paper is obtained by similar feature-selecting method
described in [8], which will be introduced in section D.
C. Location potential

The dependence of the class label on the absolute location
of the pixel in the image is also considered in this paper. For
instance, sky is frequently observed in the upper part of an
image, while grass is often in the lower part in natural images.
We obtain this dependence through the location potential
i
flocat on , which we define as

N i , i + 0!3
i
.
(2)
flocat on (Ci,Z ) = W3 1og C
Ni + 0!3
where {W3, 0!3} forms fh and NCi , i is the number of pixels of
class Ci at normalized location i in all images in the training
set, while Ni is the total number of pixels at location i in
those images.
In this paper, during training and validation, real labels
are given. Weights Wn are all included in their corresponding
i
functions fn (rexture-en v, ftexture and flocat on ) and are

.
v(l,w,x,y,t) ( z )

=

2:p [T(p) = t]
area(v)

(3)

2:p denotes to sum over every pixel p in the rectangle,
T(p) is the texture index of pixel p, and area(v) = I x w
denotes the area of the rectangle. [x] is a binary indicator
function, if x is true, [x] = 1, otherwise [x] = O. The
parameters of rectangle ()v = { I, w, x, y, t} are chosen by
where

using Joint-Boosting algorithm of [14]. Then using Joint
Boosting algorithm of [14], a strong classifier H(c) is built
as a sum of M weak classifiers,
M

H(c) =

L hm(c,v)

(4)

m=l

each

of

which

is

a

decision

stump

with

parameters

{()v,C,a,b, 15,{kC}c9"c} based on a threshold feature response
and is shared among a set of classes C.

{ a[v
liv
kC

15] + b C E C
(5)
C�C
Here 15 is a threshold and the constant kC is used to coun
hm(C, v) =

>

teract the influence of unequal numbers of training examples
of each class. A new weak learner is chosen in round m by
minimizing an error function incorporating the weights:
(6)
hm = arg min L L W f,m-l (zf - h(c, V))2
C
zi denotes the target value of pixel i ( zi = + 1 if i
has groundtruth class c, -1 otherwise). The weights wi,m
emphasizes poorly classified examples and ensures that the
new classifier help the classification approach the target value.

wf,m

exp{-zfHm(c)}
W i, - exp{ -zfhm(c, v)}
m l

(7)

Up to now, the Joint-Boosting algorithm is briefly described,
please see [8], [14] for detail. We finally obtain the parameters
() s = {{()v,C,a,b,t5,{kC}c9"c}m}' Parameters () s, ()o, ()2 are
manually selected to minimize the error on the validation set.
Given a set of parameters learned for the CM model, the
result class label c* of pixel i is the labeling that maximizes
the conditional probability in Equation (I). The number of
weak classifers, called BoostingNum (M) will be discussed
in section IV.
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III. sCM

TABLE I

MODEL

COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE PIXEL PREDICTION ACCURACY WITH
DIFFERENT BOOSTINGNUM M IN VALIDATION SET.

By introducing the scene of an image into the condi
tional model(CM), we construct a new scene-based conditional
model(sCM) to learn the conditional distribution over the class
labeling. The conditional probability of the class label Ci of
pixel i in a given image x is defined as

P(cilx,St; (J) ex exp{Jtexture (Ci' x,St; (JO)
+ texture�env
(C1" X,St., (J 1, (Js )
f
+ locatiOn
(c'l"· is
, t,, (J2)}
f

M
CM
sCM

Original

=

500

M

Johnson

=

5000

59.3%
73.5%

57.7%
74.3%

CM

sCM

(8)

Scene index St E St represents the scene of image x. (J =
{ (J 1, (Js, (JO, (J2} are the model parameters that we estimate
from training data.
A. Texture potential

By introducing the scene of an image texture potential

ftexture (Ci' x,St) is redefined as

ftexture (Cto X,St) = w2 log

+

Nc " t,S' 0:2
+
Nt,S, 0:2

(9)

where {W2' 0:2} forms (Jo and NCi,t,s, is the number of pixels
of class Ci with texture t in all images with scene St in the
training set, while Nt,s, is the total number of pixels with
texture t in those images.

Fig. 3. Example results on the Olive & Torralba database. The first column
shows original images, second column givesthe recognition and segmentation
results of Johnson's model [15], third column shows results of our CM model,
while fourth column shows results of our sCM model.

B. Texture-environment potential

Introducing the index
distribution as

ex

St, We define a new normalized

I:C:ES, Pi« lx)P(c� ISt)
Pi(Cilx)P(Ci ISt)

(10)

where Ci E St indicates that class Ci exists in some images
with scene St. Then we obtain the definition of texture
environment potential

ftexrure�env (Ci' x,St) = logPi(Cilx,St)
+
= logPi (Ci Ix)
log P( Ci 1St) (Ci ESt)

(11)

logP(ci ISt) = WI log N;:rtS�+al,
with parameters (Js =
S 0::1
{WI, ad. NCi,s, is the number of pixels of class Ci in all
images with scene St in the training set, while NSt is the
where

total number of pixels in those images.
C. Location potential

Including the index
as

St, we redefine the location potential
+

NCi,i,S, 0:3
(12)
= W3 Iog
+
Ni,S, 0:3
(J2 and NCi,i,S, is the number of pixels

i
flocat on (Ci, Z,. St)

where {W3, 0:3} forms
of class Ci at normalized location i in all images with scene
St in the training set, while Ni,s, is the total number of pixels
at location i in those images.
Parameters are estimated by the same method described in
the former section. At test time, the labels would be chosen
by maximizing the conditional probability in Equation (8).

IV.

RESULTS& DISCUSSION

In this paper, during training and validation, real labels are
given and parameters are estimated by minimizing the error
rate of inferred labels. We select (Js = {I,I}, (Jo = {2,I},
(J2 = {2,I} in this paper. Weights Wn are all included in their
corresponding functions fn and are treated as part of param
eters of the functions. While feature potential functions are
separately estimated during training, the weights are obtained
during validation.
We also investigate how boostingNum M effects classi
fication accuracy in the validation set of Olive & Torralba
database. We gradually increase M and gain satisfactory
classification result with M = 500, however, accuracy is
barely improved with further increase of M. Table I shows that
with M increased from 500 to 5000, the prediction accuracy of
CM model increases only a little, while the accuracy of sCM
model even decreases. Besides with M = 5000, the algorithm
is quite time-consuming. Thus the results with respect to the
test set described in the following, we always choose the
boostingNum M = 500.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between our model to that of
Johnson's [15] on Olive & Torralba database. Several images
and their results are presented in Fig. 3, which show that most
parts of the images are well recognized and segmented. Espe
cially, in the image in the second row in Fig. 3, building and
sky are both well segmented, though the boundary of building
and sky is very blurry. Table II compares the performance of
Johnson's model [15], our CM model and sCM model over
the whole database. Our CM model improves the classification
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACY OF OUR CM MODEL AND sCM MODEL
WITH JOHNSON'S MODEL ON THE TEST SET OF OLIVE & TORRALBA
DATABASE.
Algorithm

IS-class accuracy

Johnson
CM
sCM

48%
57.3%
73.3%

[14] A. Torralba, K.P. Murphy, W.T. Freeman, Sharing visual features for
multiclass and multiview object detection, IEEE Transactions on Pattern
Analysis and Machine Intelligence 19(5) 2007 854-869.
[15] M. Johnson. Semantic Segmentation and Image Search. Phd Thesis,
University of Cambridge, 2008.

accuracy from 48% to 57.3%, while the sCM model obtains
much higher accuracy 73.3%, indicating that our CM and sCM
model clearly outperforms Johnson's model.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first construct a CM model to incorporate
different features of objects. Then based on the CM model,
we present a new scene-based CM model called sCM model,
along with a texture-environment potential. We investigate
these two models on multiple class recognition and segmenta
tion on the Olive & Torralba database. Comparison results
of different methods indicate that our models outperforms
Johnson's work. Especially, aside from improved accuray, our
sCM model gains greatly improved perceptual result, with
boundary of different objects correctly labeled.
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